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As the authors state in their preface, this is a book about "general 
nonsense", a term indicating the uneasy attitude many of us have towards the 
material. This term cannot be other than perjorative-why should a valid and 
necessary part of an argument get such scant respect? Many of us lose 
patience with a tower of increasingly compUcated general propositions with a 
liberal scattering of words like natural and contravariant with perhaps a 
diagram which when chased enough merely states the obvious-why can't we 
stick to something interesting like operator theory where there are real 
theorems? And yet there must be another side of the coin or the subject 
would not attract the attention of enough competent mathematicians to 
survive-what can it be? One ingredient in our reaction is the reluctance to 
take a new point of view, learn some new words and a new way of looking at 
things. Former generations reacted similarly to modern analysis and abstract 
algebra. However some notions really do need this generalized framework, for 
example the concept of a tensor norm. Often this is defined as a norm on a 
product X ® Y of Banach spaces but the way the term is used is more in 
keeping with thinking of it as a description of a norm on each possible X ® Y 
with various relationships between the norms so described-if you accept this 


